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ABSTRACT

Untitled Narratives is a photographic series about changing emotional states,
and an evolving identity. The photographs represent a transformation between the
confined and the free. The elements I use to portray the movement an individual
makes between identities are a combination of a character and an environment. My
photographs are driven by personal experiences and show recovery and openness.
The character in the series is a representation of myself. The Character symbolizes
emotional personas indicating past and present events, which shape the individual I
am. I use the character as a representation of the hope and need for change. I
describe the setting in the series as an enclosure; a space sealed off and separated
from culture and other human presence. The enclosure functions first as a backdrop
for the figure’s emotive gestures, but it has also become a haven for the character.
The scene is a safe space, designed for the figure’s freed motions, making movement
and performance possible.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Untitled Narratives is a photographic series about the changing of emotional
states, and an evolving identity. The photographs represent a transformation
between the confined and free. I use a character and environment to portray shifts
and growth in identity. My photographs are driven by personal experiences of
violation, the need for self‐protection, recovery, and openness. The character in the
series is a representation of myself. The Character symbolizes emotional personas
indicating past and present events, which shape the individual I am. I use the
character as a representation of the hope and need for change. I describe the setting
of each photograph as an enclosure; a space sealed off and separated from culture
and other human presences. The enclosure initially functioned as a backdrop for the
figure’s emotive gestures, acting as a setting and has become a haven for the
character. I view the scene as haven because it is a safe space, specifically designed
for the figure’s emotive gestures, assisting Alavon’s movement and performance.

CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF UNTITLED NARRATIVES

The enclosure separates the character from society, providing a place where
the figure can move freely and show emotive gestures. The photographs contain
more than what is merely visible, and the images should be considered in part as to
how they are separate from the traditional idea of landscape. The land in the
photographs is amplified by the value of the character inhabiting the space. I
consider the female figure and the landscape to be wild. Both are uncontrollable and
are meant to be free. I see the settings as uncontrollable spaces, because the
psychological value of the locations cannot be physically accessed or manipulated by
human figures, other than Alavon. In attempting to photograph my psychological
being the space and the figure are visually accessible and give form to thoughts
about my own understanding of my identity. The space is a point of freedom,
representing the psychological need for free will. The environment encases the
figure and creates a safe place for the protagonist to transition from confinement to
freedom and from fearfulness to fearlessness. The world she inhabits has become a
haven. Alavon and the setting are both symbols, which represent experiences,
spaces, and identities that I encounter. I have felt the emotion or action expressed in
the photographs. Alavon is valuable because she exists in a state of action and reacts
with her surroundings.
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I began photographing the character in late 2011 and in the past two years
she and the space have become more defined. The female figure has become more
active; her sense of self and name are a more lively presence. The images
Contemporary Fable, Untitled #2 (Fig. 3.1) and Contemporary Fable, Untitled #5 (Fig.
3.2) are photographs taken of the character before her development into Alavon.
I initially built the character around the idea of innocence. I dressed the
figure in white with a red ribbon accenting her hair to symbolize a young woman’s
impending sexual maturity. The character was informed by Kiki Smith’s
reinterpretation of Red Riding Hood . The photograph of Smith’s sculpture
Daughters (1999) (Fig. 4.1) was particularly influential in how I thought about
developing my character.
The character in the images created in 2011 was informed by figures in
literature and film. I am interested in the physical characteristics of the female
figures in fables and their need of safety or retreat. The traits of the characters in
stories inspired the physical characteristics of my protagonist.
Early on the emblematic characters Red Riding Hood and Alice in
Wonderland inspired Alavon. Anna Gaskell’s series Wonder (1996‐97) was
important to my understanding and decision to illustrate emotion through Alavon’s
movements as well as to draw on the power of female figures in literature. The
females in Gaskells photographs communicate emotions. Gaskell’s figures react in
enclosed spaces. Her small book, Half Life, featuring images such as Untitled #91,
2002 (Fig. 4.2) is an example of this. It contains photographs of a young woman,
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dressed like Alice in Wonderland, experiencing moments of tension in a lavish
house. I have studied the images and have drawn on Gaskell’s capacity to evoke
emotion in the interaction of a female figure and her surroundings.
Cindy Sherman’s work was a significant point of reference during the time of
developing the character. Sherman used wigs and her own body in her Untitled Film
Stills (1977‐1980). I work similarly, using my own body, and transforming my
persona using a wig and costume. Sherman used pop culture references such as the
female stereotypes publicized in films. Sherman created her characters,
transforming her face and body to physically coordinate with the “Leading Lady”
roles, stereotyping women. I draw heavily on surrounding culture in a similar form
as Sherman. I use my surroundings from my past and present, specifically responses
to traumatic events, and developed the characters beginning personality. I used past
identities that were forced during a time of vulnerability and trauma. I like Sherman
became inspired by forced roles and cultural stereotypes of females. I used personal
experience and my surrounding culture’s opinions to begin building the character
and then moved into a direction of change, transforming my principles and thoughts
concerning women who have been victimized, and the possibility for them to regain
strength.
As I worked and studied I began to see how the characters I was interested in
were capable of being their own salvation. This became especially apparent in
rewritten versions of classic stories, which Anna Gaskell’s and Kiki Smith tell. This
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had an impact on the development of my character and how I wanted to portray her.
I was left with the difficulty of developing the setting she would inhabit.
The settings of the early photographs are of parking lots and churches. The
choice of the location in the early imagery is rooted in my experience of being a
victim of a sexually related crime. I mimicked the location of the sexual assault in the
images Contemporary Fable, Untitled #2 (Fig. 3.1) and Contemporary Fable, Untitled
#5.(FIG. 3.2). The setting is informed by the surroundings and response from a
church body at the time of the assault, and how recounting the experience to adults
was met with inaction, blame, and silence.
Untitled Narratives started as a form of coping with my experiences of
victimization and as a way to overcome victimhood. The settings that were
representative of being sexually assaulted, such as churches and parking lots, were
too specific, and limited the aesthetic possibilities for my work. This confinement
also limited the development of the character and my own transformation. The
frightened victim needed to become strong and capable of interaction, relationships,
and intimacy. Thus the settings I explored in my work, through this character,
changed to allow transformation. The change in the setting is noted between the
early photographs title, Contemporary Fables, and the images having a title
beginning with Untitled Narratives. Contemporary Fables, Untitled #4 (Fig 3.3) acts
as a comparison to illustrate the change in the scenery and how the change affected
the reaction of the character in the photographs.
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CHAPTER THREE
UNTITLED NARRATIVES
In the summer of 2012 I began to photograph spaces devoid of other human
presence and built structures. I began to see the scenery differently and it became
more than a backdrop or landscape. That the setting is more than a landscape is
demonstrated in Untitled Narratives, Alavon #08 (Fig. 5.1).
The setting became a place of expression, having elements to react in or with
and to become a part of. I view the landscapes in the photographs as enclosures for
Alavon. Sealed off and separated from culture and ideas, the enclosures do not
include intrusions. There are no buildings, advertisements, or other females for the
figure’s body to be compared to. I chose a setting for the character to find herself
rather than to be defined by others.
In order for the Protagonist of the series to freely express emotion and react
with her surrounding elements, the landscape is photographed to portray specific
characteristics communicating a sense of an enclosed space. Understanding the
scene as an enclosure is only possible through understanding the figure. I began to
see Alavon differently, as the different settings allowed me to explore different
reactions of the character.
Alavon’s clothing changed from a girlish, short, white dress to a tea length
dress. Alavon changes clothing throughout the series. The dress changes depending
on where the she is in a space and what she reacts to,. The dress’s color and shade
varies, becoming more complex. This compliments her surroundings and ties her
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more closely to it. Her hair shifts as well, and changes, from light to dark. Alavon’s
hair color and dress let her transform as she moves through the different settings,
allowing multiple reactions in the different scenes.
The physical movement of the figure is meant to portray her psychological
transformation between two identities. Franchesca Woodman has been highly
instructive relative to picturing the body in motion. Woodman’s framing of her own
body in her self portraits greatly aids how I frame Alavon’s body within the
enclosure. I came to a different understanding of how the long exposure camera
technique blends the body and other surrounding elements. I am blurring the lines
between the figures skin and that of her surroundings, combing the elements in the
frame and the body of the character.
Communicating the space as an enclosure is done through how the
photographs portray the setting in relation to the character. To express an enclosure
and assist the reader in understanding the relationship between the figure and the
setting I must explain how I evaluate a scene, studying the depth, light, and elements
in the frame. The choice of the location is aided by the importance of an
environment acting as an enclosure for Alavon, the character. In my photographs I
define an enclosure as a barrier protecting the space and the figure, creating a haven
for expression and free movement. Viewing the setting, as an enclosure and stage,
for the figure is rooted in the process of how light affects the scene.
Studying light and dark areas in the locations is the beginning of the search
for an enclosure, and a distinction in viewing the space not as an observer, but as a
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photographer. I must approach the scene by seeing the values created by light. I
then understand where my darkest darks and lightest lights will be in a photograph,
and view the scene not as a lush green but as a monochrome setting. The abstraction
of the black and white photographs let’s me give the elements I am framing the
ability to shift and appear as different forms. I then use the camera to embrace the
body, to create an enclosure, which holds the figure. The camera crops the subject
matter, which assists this idea of a closed space. This helps me separate the setting
from a landscape and create a symbol or representation of a haven or space
designed for emotive gestures. A stark white branch becomes a powerful presence
because it reflects the sun, the most powerful light source. I see dark areas in the
same manner, as being incredibly deep spaces the character is able to disappear
into. The areas in the photographs that are brightly accented become powerful
presences just as the dark spaces do. The dark layers in the photographs are
specifically framed to assist in communicating the location as having a barrier or
being an enclosed space. An example of the layers of dark and light is evident in
Untitled Narratives, Alavon #08 (Fig. 5.1).
The illusion of depth in the space creates a private location. The
private location extends behind the character; therefore the haven becomes a
spacious environment. The space becomes not only a haven but also a location
Alavon can move freely through. The movement informs an interaction between
Alavon and the elements in the frame.
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The light and depth of the setting assist the transformation of physical forms
in the frame as psychological forces or presences that interact with Alavon. The
interaction between the character and her surroundings inform the viewer of the
action in the photograph. An action in a photograph represents past and present
events and reactions during times of stress and strength.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ALAVON’S PSYCHOLOGICAL VALUE
The psychological relationship between opposing states of mind is revealed
in the movement of the figure and the photographs featuring two figures. One is a
representation of my past and the other a representation of my present. The idea of
opposing identities, and a change between states of being shapes how I photograph
the series. Using Alavon as a representation of myself, and acknowledging her
presence when photographing a scene greatly aids in capturing the setting.
Finding the desired qualities in a setting is achieved through enacting the
character and adapting to her mentality. Enacting Alavon involves changing my
reactions and interactions with objects, space, noise, and light. I must become this
character, to understand the landscape as an enclosure, which is done first by
looking through the camera’s lens. To view a landscape through the camera I am
cropping a scene, and am able to separate the rest of the world, getting me closer to
finding an enclosure. To understand what the character is looking for I must
comprehend who the character is, and thus become her.
Alavon is an alter ego, she is a primal being, who acts on instinct and
expresses emotions freely. Alavon develops in relation to her progress through
nature, and the natural environment gives cues as to who Alavon is, what her
personality is. I created Alavon to be wild and untamable, and her wildness
represents a form of freedom. Being a wild individual means that being confined is
unnatural and that wildness belongs in a natural space, free from control. The
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natural landscape lacks devices of control; built structures, the public, and private
alterations to the landscape.
To better capture the setting and Alavon’s emotive gestures I combine the
process of viewing the scene as Alavon while considering the placement of the
camera. Placing the camera is a delicate process and is carefully done to portray the
character. Placing the camera requires reflection; when looking through the
viewfinder as the character, I am looking at where my body will be. I am picturing
Alavon, while enacting her vision of where she belongs. I photograph Alavon in her
habitat reacting with her surroundings, and in doing this I not only play the
character I photograph as the character. I acknowledge the camera in the process of
photographing the environment, while enacting Alavon.
I believe she is viewing me as I am viewing her. Alavon is a self‐reflection; she
is a representation of myself. Being the figure and the creator of the story line is a
psychological challenge. I must understand how Alavon and I compare to one
another since I am both the photographer and the character. I am like Alavon
because what she experiences I have experienced. Alavon and I are linked in our
emotional expression, and she uses motion, while I use language. The photographs
provide a visual understanding of how I have felt in the past and presently feel,
allowing the viewer to access experiences and emotions. Alavon is a fantasy, and at
times who I wish I could be. By enacting this fantasy I am able to feel the freedom
she is made of. There are moments in the series where I am completely Alavon,
unknowingly in an image. The psychological separation that I must mentally grasp
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to photograph Alavon is accomplished through understanding where to place the
camera.
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CHAPTER 5
PLACEMENT OF THE CAMERA
The camera is often placed at a distance in the series, which provides a wide
view of the environment, showing the many layers of forms in relation to the
character. The photographs, which offer a large‐scale view of the enclosure, hold the
character deep within the environment. Untitled Narratives, Alavon #20 (Fig. 5.2) is
an example of a setting encasing the figure. Untitled Narratives, Alavon #20 (Fig. 5.2)
portrays the figure in the center of the image, in motion arms slightly lifted, her
body in mid air. Trees, branches, and vegetation surround Alavon. I photographed
the setting outside of a wall of trees, through an opening, to fully express how the
barrier encases Alavon. The wide view also shows the full aspect of the enclosure,
providing the audience with a more clear definition of the space, character, and the
relationship between the two.
The distance between the camera and the subject matter assist the reader in
understanding Alavon’s actions, aiding in interpreting the photograph. The
character elicits behavior through action, for example a jump may indicate surprise,
fright, or happiness. In the panoramic image Untitled Narratives, Alavon #20 (Fig.
5.2) the character is in mid air, she could be being lifted by an unseen force or
floating. The blur signifies confusion or the transition between two identities. Being
that the character is surrounded it could be an overtaking of who she is or she could
be at a point in her journey in which she is in a changing and must find a secluded
space in which to transform.
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The close‐up photographs and the images captured from a distance are
informed by the value of details in the scene and how the figure is encased in a
setting. The placement of the camera determines whether an image is also specific
or ambiguous. The proximity of the camera to the subject allows the viewer to
observe specific attributes of the body and the enclosure. A close‐up of forms is
better captured through the camera being in a more intimate position, for example
Untitled Narratives, Alavon #06 (Fig. 5.3) documents an ambiguous movement,
possibly a reaction to something outside the border of the photograph. This
“something” was not included in the frame, in order to heighten the mystery and
open up possible interpretations of the scene. It also allows me to capture the blades
of grass in detail and make note of how the figure’s limbs are partially submerged in
the earth. The action of the figure in the photograph is informed by dance. The
subjective interpretation in the photograph heightens the curiosity of the viewer
and is meant to draw the viewer in, which is assisted through the camera’s
proximity to the body.
Imagery of the enclosure is included and interwoven between
photographs of Alavon, providing the viewer with a better understanding of the
space the character inhabits. Through sequencing, and interposing wide, and close
up narrative photographs and detailed natural images without the figure, I lay out a
storyline for the viewer. I invite the audience to follow Alavon in her journey. We
are given a view of what she touches, smells, and feels enhancing our understanding
of where Alavon is, and where her attention rests. An example is the grouping of
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Untitled Narratives, Alavon #13 (Fig. 5.4), Untitled Narratives, Alavon #28 (Fig 5.5),
and Untitled Narratives Alavon #17 (Fig 5.6).
The first image shows Alavon’s running feet, her dress swishing around her,
signifying confusion and fear. The following image shows flowing water in a shallow
creek. The image of water in motion, under the land, informs the concept and feeling
of confusion and acts as a link to the final image. The final photograph provides a
moment of clarity. Alavon is shown being still. Her stillness is emphasized by the
movement of both the character and other elements in the first two photographs of
the triptych. Her stillness in image, Untitled Narratives, Alavon #17 (Fig. 5.6), after
so much movement shows her psychological transition from confusion to clarity.
She arrives at a position of realization and control.
My understanding of how to show emotional transition has been shaped by
my attention to the work of photographer Deborah Mesa Pelly. I value Pelly’s
photographs in part for her demonstration of the emotional transition from girlhood
to womanhood. Pelly’s ability to portray emotions in her subjects during a time of
change is an aspect of her work I replicate and manipulate. Pelly’s photographs
inspire Alavon’s reactions with her surroundings, similar to the triptych described
above.
The images are placed so that the series of photographs may be read as an
allegory. The photographs point to change and the moments between changes. The
sequence of images correlates to the past and future of Alavon’ s identity.
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The sequence of photographs implies a beginning and an ending. The four
images Untitled Narratives, Alavon #08 (Fig 5.1), Untitled Narratives, Alavon #11
(Fig. 5.7), Untitled Narratives, Alavon #06 (Fig 5.3), and Untitled Narratives, Alavon
#09 (Fig. 5.8) describe the beginning of Alavon’s journey. I place the images in an
order, revealing Alavon’s transition from hiding to exiting the location.
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CHAPTER SIX
THEMES
Alavon’s movement in the photographs inform the viewer of the direction
she is going in between the frames. The motion of the figure also informs the viewer
of the narrative aspect of the work.
Allegory and narrative play an important role in Untitled Narratives. The
photographs are sequenced to portray experiences from my past and present. I
desire to reveal events in my life that have been undisclosed. Alavon’s narrative
leads the viewer from the character as a hidden figure, to a figure who is
transcendent; able to show her body openly and willing to react with or depend on
surrounding elements rather than being dominated by them.
There is a circle of events common to all heroines in literature and film
which inspired Alavon actions. A circle of events common in a female heroes path in
cinema and fables begins with childlike innocence, followed by a call to adventure
and after comes an accomplishment of tasks and trials. In the circle of events the
heroine reaches a point of return and is usually followed by a sense of freedom.
Having enacted a similar path of a heroine, I am inspired to use these allegorical
properties to demonstrate a story of transformation.
Transformation of the self is the overarching theme in Untitled
Narratives. Alavon moves from being a fearful female, unwilling to show herself, to
being a womanly figure capable of challenge and expressiveness. The motion of the
character signifies movement between identities. I use motion as an element to
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express transition. I view Alavon’s overall trajectory as being between two states,
between victim and survivor. Untitled Narratives is filled with a tension that begins
with these two opposing identities, a tension which reverberates in the themes of
this work.
Tension arises in Untitled Narratives in a series of opposing themes, weak
and strong, hidden and revealed, still and active, clear and confused. Sequencing
photographs with different kinds of emotive gestures aids the tension in the series.
For example in photographs Untitled Narratives, Alavon #16 (Fig. 5.9) and Untitled
Narratives, Alavon #19 (Fig. 6.1) the characters body is draped over a branch. In
Untitled Narratives, Alavon #16 (Fig. 5.9) the figure is trying to stop herself from
falling while the body in Untitled Narratives, Alavon #19 (Fig. 6.1) she is willingly
leaning on the branch. The tension between fighting falling and allowing oneself to
drop is read in the hands.
The placement of each photograph in a space speaks to how the image might
be interpreted, what the action in an image is, and what tribulation or transition
Alavon is experiencing. In the Untitled Narratives, Alavon #16 (Fig. 5.9) and Untitled
Narratives, Alavon #19 (Fig. 6.1) the figure transitions between refusing to fall and
allowing herself to descend backwards. The interpretation of the similar but
different gestures is a struggle during a trial or tribulation, and the act of
confronting the issue.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
OPPOSING VIEWS
My thesis exhibition raises controversial issues such as the preconceived
sexual relationship between the body and the landscape. I have created photographs
that are similar to images associating the female body with nature in a sexual
context.
The image of the sexualized female body in nature has some commonality
with the subject of my photographs. The historical context of the work includes
many artists, particularly from the Victorian era. My work and research touches on
historical figures in photography such as Juliet Margaret Cameron, Anne E
Brigmann, Lewis Carrol, and Sally Mann. These photographers have previously
photographed female figures in landscape as mythical creatures or sexual beings.
Although my work features a female in a natural environment, rendered in lush
black and white, I do not mean to imply that artists from the Victorian era or
photographers favoring a romantic style inspire me. Instead, my work challenges
those constructs imaging female youths in nature. I am not reiterating the
stereotype of a sexualized girl in the landscape, but rather redefining the female
figure in relationship with the landscape. By way of example, while there are some
formal similarities, Untitled Narratives is not meant to correlate with Sally Mann’s
Family Picture series (1984‐1991).
Untitled Narratives is a representation of a healthy, strong psyche. The
images of the woman with heroic capacity are not the stereotype of the commonly
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sexualized girl. This is evident in how I position Alavon in relation to her
surroundings in individual photographs and how they relate to one another as a
narrative. For example in Untitled Narratives, Alavon #19 (Fig. 6.1) the figure is
bending backwards opening her torso up in a vulnerable position, leaning back over
a large branch. What separates the image from Sally Mann’s photograph of her
daughter, Family Pictures Picture #11 (Fig. 7.1) is the acknowledgement of the gaze
from the little girl and how the body is positioned in relation to it’s surroundings.
The gaze is a form of accepting being photographed and being portrayed as a sex
object. She communicates that you are invited to view her. Alavon’s gaze is not on
the camera nor does she view the camera’s presence, and therefore doesn’t share
the same outward gaze as Mann’s daughter. The position of the bodies is especially
different between Untitled Narratives, Alavon #19 (Fig. 6.1) and Manns Family
Picture #11 (Fig. 7.1). Mann’s daughter’s head is tilted while her neck is caressed.
The image of Alavon’s body, though vulnerable, even sexually open, ultimately leads
us away from that as a primary reading, because of the placement and position of
her hands. The straight fingers express Alavon’s readiness to grip the branch or pull
herself up. The female figure in Untitled Narratives differs from female figure in
Mann’s photographs because she is capable of control and choice. Alavon expresses
control and choice through her body language, which is reiterated throughout the
series. Choice and control contrasts with many artists that have photographed the
female figure in the landscape.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
INSPIRATIONS AND MUSES
Ana Mendieta’s work assists in Alavons development in relation to the
setting she inhabits. Mendieta’s work helps us understand women in the landscape
in contemporary art and how the Untitled Narratives Series is different in
comparison to the historical references of the female body in the landscape.
Ana Mendieta ‘s work helped me understand the separation between
Untitled Narratives and previous work having similar subject matter. I found
Mendieta’s Silhoutta Series (1973‐1980) particularly important in researching the
female figure in a contemporary art context. Mendieta made these perfomative
sculptures of her body cast in the earth to feel a sense of belonging. I strongly relate
to Mendieta’s practice of using the earth in relation to her body, and her view of the
natural environment as a place of origin. Her acts of submerging herself in the
earth, allowed her to accomplish a sense of belonging that she was missing. I am
aware that I use similar principles as Mendieta in performing within a natural
setting, which correlates with how I use the landscape as an enclosure, a place of
safety.
The psychological value of the location as a safe place has fueled my
performance as Alavon. The setting is wild, and this wildness is directly related to
my own interpretation of what is meant to be free, and outside of a controlled
setting or state. My thoughts are unreachable but through photographing my
psychological being, which is wild and unconstrained, my thoughts are accessible,
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providing the viewer with an understanding of my emotions. I have formed my
thoughts and desires through photographing Alavon in a natural setting. Thus the
photographs show how I feel and how I cope with happenings and situations. That
the space and the figure are visually accessible assists my ability to communicate
and understand my psychological state. The psychological factor in Untitled
Narratives is aided by the fact that the series is photographed as a performance. I
dress as Alavon and enact Alavon in the photographs. Being the figure and the
creator of the story line is a mental challenge. The process of becoming Alavon and
photographing her is linked to understanding how to represent a past identity
through body language. I enact Alavon, and draw on memories and understanding of
my past self. I move, dance, and act to create a bridge between the past and my
current emotions and identity.
I study cinematic roles of female figures in a state of power. I use the
character Carol Ann, played by Heather O’Rourke, in Poltergeist (1982) and
Poltergeist 2 (1986). In both films, Carol Ann is a figure of power, as she is
ultimately her own salvation. Labyrinth (1986) plays a special role in the
photographs. Jennifer Connelly’s character, Sarah, is an individual striving to save
her little brother and herself, traveling though different settings and multiple
challenges, to reach her brother and free herself from the Goblin King, played by
David Bowie. Strength and independence are characteristics of Carol Ann and Sarah.
In studying female figures of strength in cinema and relating these characters to
young women in literature I feel I have moved the female figure, as an archetype,
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into the future. To assist in moving the character as the main point in the
photographs into contemporary art I study dance as part of the process of
developing the character and the series. Dance is one of the biggest influences in
creating the series as it is used to engage the idea of transformation, acting as an arc
combining the subject matter and concept of the series. The characters movement is
most informed by moves in modern dance and ballet. I have committed to Ballet and
Modern Dance for the past two years, participating in classes, studying movement
and form. Modern Dance was something of a challenge since I had not encountered a
dance so free in expression. Ballet challenges my practice in learning how to
discipline my body to move in a specific way. Both dance styles assisted my
development of Alavon’s movement and control over her body. Another tension in
my worked has come from using different styles of dance. One offers control while
the other offers the body more flexibility in movement. I felt the tension between
the different styles of dance, which helped me think about and portray the growth
and change Alavon goes through. The combination of different images having a
range of positions creates a choreography tying the photographs together. Dance as
an element in the photographs provides consistency and formulates a story line. The
dance expresses Alavon’s change in identity therefore illustrates the change I have
experienced from being in a place of fear, confusion, and confinement to a space of
hope and openness. Untitled Narratives is a psychologically challenging series,
through the process of taking a photograph and placing an image to narrate
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experiences in my life. The challenges of the series have an affect on my reactions
and ability to interact with individuals on a daily basis.
I have explored photography, and my practice draws on a combination of
performance, dance, and the landscape. I have used photography as a form of
expression to tell of the transition between being a victim and being a survivor. The
photographs in Untitled Narratives are used to demonstrate past events and display
a change in identity. I have thought about my experiences relative to identity and
recovery, using the need to and hope for change to perform as Alavon. In Alavon I
have a female figure capable of expressing the pain that many women have
experienced. In using this figure o illustrate the transformation from fearfulness to
fearlessness, my work reaches a state of transcendence. I celebrate this change
through all of my work, study and art.
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FIGURES

Fig 3.1 Contemporary Fable, Untitled #2
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Fig 3.2 Contemporary Fable, Untitled 5
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Fig 3.3 Contemporary Fable, Untitled #4
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Fig. 4.1 Kiki Smith, Daughters, 1998
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Fig. Anna Gaskell, Untitled, 2002
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Fig 5.1 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #08
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Fig. 5.2 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #20
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Fig. 5.3 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #06
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Fig. 5.4 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #13
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Fig. 5.5 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #28
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Fig. 5.6 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #17
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Fig. 5.7 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #11
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Fig. 5.8 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #09
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Fig. 5.9 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #16
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Fig. 6.1 Untitled Narratives, Alavon #19
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Fig. 7.1 Sally Mann, Family Pictures #11
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